I. INTRODUCTION
I n any type of power system analyses, a sparse linear solver to solve matrix equation such as inversion is the core part of such analysis. Without this solver, power system analyses cantlot be solved. The solver will determine the accuracy of the solution and also the analysis solution time, whether slow or fast. Thus, it is very" important to have a reliable solver, which can solve matrix equation invo lving various types of large scale sp arse matrices in power system analysis. The solution time taken in solving matrix e q uation also needs to be fast especially for realtime application.
For along time, it has been a practice in power system analysis software development to combine the electrical analysis together with the matrix solver such as in load flow application [3, 4] . This approach made the electrical analysis and the solver analysis in the program being coupled together. Modification on particular variable or function may propagate to the whole source codes of both parts, which lead to a massive modification. Due to this problem, software maintenance became difficult, time consuming and costly. This problem can be avoided by developing the solver separately from the engineering analysis before cO"1-bining,them together. In order to develop power system analysis software from different part, an Object Oriented Programming (OOP) and Component based development (CBD) methodologies can be applied.
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By using ' OOP, the problem of upgrading can be reduced.
There are many reports on the application of OOP for power system application [5] [6] [7] . Although OOP has shown 10 help in maintaining software, this is only at Ihe source codes level since the codes still have ,10 be recompiled whenever their runclionalities need to be extended. These limitations can be solved by using CBD, where application is built in whole or in part from existing pieces [8] . Component provides many .advantageous to software development such as it allow cross language, simpler to understand and use, and support visual programming. These advantageous have lead to its usage in developing power system analysis such as in [7] , where OOP and CBD were both applied. By using CBD, the software became reusable since each of components inside the application is independent between each other. Changing on any component will not affect the rests. The functionality of the component can also be extended wilhout recompiling it.
Since the COO methodology provides a wily of developing software from various components, power system an<llysis and sparse lincnr solver c<ln be developed into different components. The engineering analysis will be able to use the this solver component to solve linear equation involve in il. However, 10 build from scratch thc solver is time consuming since it involves complex mathematical analysis, which may 1I0t be easy to understand and develop in a short time. Therefore, it is an advantage to lise an existi ng solver (source codes) that available in the market or public domain rather than developing it from scratch. This solver can be prepared into a component before integrated it with power system analysis component to be power system analysis sollwarc.
There are few examples of pub l ic domain solvers such as 'SpooJes', 'SuperLU' and 'B oeing ' (I, 2, 3]. These solvers have been tested and proven to work in solving various type of sparse matrix. By using such existing solver, cost and time of power system software development can be reduced.
Furthermore, the electrical analysis will be beller design since the developer can concentrate in the engineering part . and leave the detail of mathematic 10 the mathematicians.
In this project, 'SuperLU' is used as the solver and has been developed into a component. This paper will present a report on the development of an object oriented matrix solver component. Its appl icat ion in load flow ond faul t analyses appl ication will a l so be discussed. Since it is implemented in ANSI C, it need to be compiled with standard ANSI C compilers.
SuperLU contains a set of subroutines libraries for solving sparse linear system of
where A is a square, nonsingular, n x n sparse matrix and X and B are dense 11 x nrhs matrices, where nrhs is the number of ri ght-hand sides and also the solution vectors. SuperLU provides functionality to solve equation I for both real and complex matrices, in both single and double precision. Matrix A can be in a symmetrical or very unsymmetrical structure.
SuperLU also provides routines to improve backward stability, equilibrate the system, estimate the condition number, calculate the relative backward error, and estimate error bounds for the refined solutions.
III. CLASSES fOR SPARSE LINEAR SOLVER
In this project, the SuperLU source codes are rewritten into OOp since the original codes are based on ANSI C with a structural programming. There are also some modification in the codes such as changing the maximum number of precision that allowed for a double data type. This is because the library was built under UNIX system, which is different from a PC (Personal computer).
The source codes in the SuperLU package are grouped into partiCUlar classes. This grouping is based on the data type of the matrices, whether complex number or real number and also the type of accuracy required for the analysis, whether s. ingle or double precision. The classes and it relationship is shown in Figure 1 . 
IV. COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION
The discussed mathematical solver classes are packed into a package. In C++ Builder, a package is a special dynamic link library used by C++ application and the Integrated Development Environment (IDE), or both. This package consists of files with the extension type' of BPL, BPI, OB1, and LIB. This package is then installed so as it will be registered in the IDE component palette. The same procedures were applied in developing load flow and fault analysis components. The component palettes are now ready to be used.
In order to deliver components to user, both 'BPI' and 'BPL' files as well header files with the extension 'h' need to be supplied. These files are sufficient for application that In order to integrate the components, all the required components need to be installed first. Then, a main program application is created and all the required functions of the components ate called in the main program. Besides the usual application under DOS environment, the load flow and The data for ana lysis are supplied by user through the data input component. This component could be a database or a g roup of functions to read text files. In our data input component, user has the choice to provide data by reading text files in the fonnat of IEEE or from database. The supplied data will be processed first in the Data preparation fu nction inside the load flow and fault component. These data will be prepared according to the data structure uses in load flow and fault analysis. By having these function, load flow and fault analyses components are independent from the structure of the data supplied to it. Thus, any data with different data structure can be supplied as long as it is the right data. The functions can also be considered as an interfac''1..l�er for other application or components to communicate with the load flow and fault components.
The interaction between components shows independency between components. Modification in any of the analysis components or the solver component inside this application
will not affect each other. The solver component call also be replaced with oth er suitable one without affectillg the load flow and fault analysis components. Therefore, at any time a better solver could be chosen to replace the existing component in the application. arrays. The total number of the nonzero element of the matrix A also needs to be specified.
A. Fault Analysis Application
In fault analysis, matrix inversion is required to get a bus impedance matrix. This matrix is obtained by inversing bus admittance matrix of the power system network. The diagonal elements of the bus impedanc e matrix, which are the Thevenin impedances of the network is used to calculate the fault current at various buses.
Unfortunately, the SuperLU package does not provide an inversion operation since it uses the LU decomposition technique in solving equation I, which not involving any inversion process.
However, we can manipulate the functions provided in SuperLU to develop a function for inversion purpose. Using the LU decomposition provided by SuperLU and baek substituti on routines, it is possible to find the inverse of a matrix column by column. To explain this, consider a linear set of system of equation I with matrix A has dimensional of n x n. The developed inversion function will factorize matrix A once to develop Land U matrices.
Matrix B is supplied with a value of 1 in the first row and the rest of the elements are zero. These matrices then are supplied into a SuperLU solving routine to get the X matrix . of the equation. The result of this X matrix is the elements of the first column of the inverse of matrix A. The same process is repeated by changing �he value one of matrix B into the second row to get the second column of the inverse matrix A. These processes are continued ulltil all the columns ofth(l. inverse matrix A are obtained.
B. Load Flow Application
Different front fault analysis applicati on, load flow application would be able to lise directly the routines Then, the connections between two busses (send bus and receive bus) are checked whether they are equal to the col value or not. If one of them is equal to the col, the receive bus is then checked whether equal to color not, and then the aSlib is taken value accordingly as shown in the flow chart and the nonzero value is increased by one. This process is repeated until all the branch data have been checked (i is equal to the total number of branch). After this, a sorting process is done to rearrange the aSllb array according to the order of row number of the matrix. This is because the connections data between two busses usually not in appropriate order.
Y------<. . i:=:Tota1 branch? The next process is to develop the structure of the matrix J. For this the asub of the H matrix, which has been found are used. After all the aSllb of the nonzero element of the J matrix have been found, t�e xa indicates the total number of non zero values in one column of the Jacobian matrix is taken the index value. The process is end when all the col value is equal to the total bus number of the system.
For the Nand L matrices, the data structure development is by manipulating all the result obtained from Hand J matrices. Similar process is also taken in developing bus admittance matrix in fault analysis to fulfill the storage format of SuperLU.
VI. COMPONENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The objective of this test is to evaluate the performance of the software that developed based on the component over the non component software in term of execution time. For this purpose, two software applications are devt'lpp�9 .. using C++ Borland Builder version 6.0 for solving load flow analysis. The first one is integrated from the discussed components and another one is developed based on OOP only. The execution times are taken for solving load flow analysis using both methods and matrix factorization operation involve in the NR method. The test is carried out by using Pentium III, 450 Mhz, RAM 64 MB (Personal Computer). The data tests are from IEEE test data involving I 18 and 300 bus system and TNB data of 664 bus systems. All the load flow analysis tests show convergence creteria, 
VII, CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the application of publ ie domain Source code, which was del/eloped into a sparse linear solver component. The integration of the component with load flow and fault components has been explained. Although the perfonnance test shows an extra execution time, it not so significant compared with the benefits offered by CBD, Writing more efficient codes or using more powerful computer can reduce the extra time. Since computer processor speed conti nues to increase, execution time will not be a major handicap in using CBD approach.
By developing the power system software based on component, maintenance is easier as any change in any component does not propagate and affect other components.
This development also shows the potential of CBD in developing power system analysis components as off-the shelf products, Power system software developer can therefore maximize time and energy in developing high quality components of his expertise, letting other experts, the.
non-power system components developers, develop and extend functionalities of other components. This will minimize the cosl of developing and maintaining high quality software.
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